To date, speech recognition technology for majority languages has been applied in wireless communication devices successfully. However, as a minority language, Tibetan has very limited resources for conventional automatic speech recognition. It lacks of enough data, sub-word units, lexicons, and word inventories for some dialects. In this paper, we present a multitask end-to-end model to perform simultaneous Tibetan speech content recognition, dialect identification, and speaker recognition. This model avoids processing the pronunciation dictionary and word segmentation for new dialects while allowing for training three tasks in a single model. We build the multitask recognition framework based on WaveNet-CTC. The dialect information and speaker ID are used in the output for training. The experimental results show that our method has better performance compared with a task-specific model.
divided into three major dialects in China: Ü-Tsang, Kham, and Amdo. Each dialect consists of several local sub-dialects. Tibetan dialects are pronounced very differently in different regions, but the written characters are unified across regions. Since the Lhasa of Ü-Tsang dialect is standard Tibetan speech, there is more research on its linguistics, speech recognition, and corpus establishment than on those of other dialects [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Recently, the field of speech recognition has been in the midst of a paradigm shift: End-to-end neural networks are challenging the dominance of hidden Markov models as a core technology. End-to-end automatic speech recognition has more advantages than conventional Deep Neural Network/Hidden Markov model(DNN/HMM) systems, especially for low-resource languages, because it avoids the need for linguistic resources like dictionaries and phonetic knowledge [13] . Hence, it is of great significance to make the process faster and easier using an end-to-end model. The work in [13] adopted the listen, attend, and spell (LAS) model for 7 English dialects, and it showed good performance. Similar work in [14] with multitask end-to-end learning for 9 Indian languages obtained the largest improvement by conditioning the encoder on the speech language identity. These studies showed that the end-to-end model can contribute to handling the variations between different languages by learning and VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ optimizing a single neural network. The work in [15] was based on hybrid attention/connectionist temporal classification (CTC) architecture where the model used deep CNNs followed by bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) in encoder networks and showed that it achieved state-ofthe-art performance in several ASR benchmarks, including English, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, and German. In addition to speech content recognition, speaker recognition has also attracted researchers' interest. From the conventional perspective of speech processing, speech and speaker recognition are two independent tasks. The two communities have always performed these two tasks independently. However, this mechanism is different from how the brain works on speech signals. When speech signal is received, we can obtain the information conveyed by the signal and also recognize the speaker who transmits the signal, emotions, and language characteristics [16] . This ''multitask processing mechanism'' of the brain probably provides instructions for realistic speech processing scenarios.
In multitask settings, related tasks can be jointly learned to improve the generation performance of each task. In our case, we compare three different model architectures: one in which the three tasks of speech recognition, speaker identification, and dialect recognition share the same feature representation and model parameters, the second one in which the respective feature representations are learned from three different models using multitask loss, and third one in which the three tasks use the same feature representation and different classifiers learned by using multitask loss. We find that the first one outperforms the latter two, which demonstrates that the inner related information behind the tasks can be utilized by sharing same model parameters to improve the performance.
In our study, we utilize the WaveNet-CTC model to train multitask speech recognition on three Tibetan dialects. Since WaveNet is a deep generative model with very large receptive fields, it can model the long-term dependency on speech data and capture the characteristics of many different speakers with equal fidelity [17] . It has been efficiently applied for multi-speaker speech generation and text-to-speech. A generative model can capture the underlying data distribution as well as the mechanisms to generate data; we believe that such abilities are crucial for shared representation across speech data from different languages and speakers. However, CNNs are typically discriminative models, and they are built mainly for discriminative tasks, such as classification. WaveNet can give the prediction distribution for speech data conditioned on all previous input, so we use the dialect and speaker information as additional label outputs during training in order to improve recognition performance for different dialects. Our experimental results show the advantage of the end-toend model with dialect and speaker information in output for Tibetan multi-dialect speech recognition in the multitask framework. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose an end-to-end model to perform Tibetan multi-dialect speech recognition, speaker recognition, and dialect recognition jointly and simultaneously.
This joint learning avoids isolated learning of separate tasks such as speech recognition and speaker recognition, which helps improve the generation performance of each task.
• We combine the three tasks into a unified neural network in the multitask framework and compare it with the other two multitask frameworks, in which different features or model parameters are learned for different tasks, and the loss functions from different tasks are linearly combined to get the whole loss function. The latter usually uses different architectures for primary and secondary tasks, and in the test phase, the model for secondary tasks is discarded. In our case, the architecture of secondary tasks is reserved for performing the identification procedure. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work. We introduce the multitask end-to-end models in Section 3. Experiments are explained in detail in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Finally, we describe our conclusions in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Deep learning has had a huge impact on speech recognition since Hinton et al. first introduced DNN [18] into this field. Researchers have applied various neural network models, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs), LSTM, and CNNs, to the field to greatly improve system performance [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, these models divide the whole speech recognition system into separate components, such as acoustic models and language models; each component is trained separately, and then they are combined to perform recognition tasks. There are some obvious shortcomings to this approach: The preparation of language resources is very time-consuming in the pipeline of a speech recognition system, especially for low-resource languages; expert knowledge is required to construct a pronunciation dictionary, which brings implicit difficulty for building a speech recognition system; there is no unified optimization function to optimize the components as a whole. Considering the issues above, the researchers have proposed direct speech-tolabel mapping, namely, an end-to-end model [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . There are two major types of end-to-end architectures for ASR: The first one is based on connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [31] , which aims to map the unsegmented data to the modeling unit sequence, sum all the probabilities of the legal sequences, and take the one of largest probability as the output sequence [30] , [32] . The other architecture is an attention-based encoder-decoder model. Compared with the standard encoder-decoder model, the attention mechanism can assign different weights to each part of input X and extract more related and important information, leading to more accurate predictions without bringing calculation and storage overload [33] [34] [35] .
In Tibetan speech recognition, researchers have paid the more attention to the Lhasa of Ü-Tsang dialect. The recent work in [9] applied the end-to-end model based on CTC technology to Lhasa-Ü-Tsang continuous speech recognition, achieving better performance than the state-of-the-art bidirectional long short-term memory network. The work in [36] used end-to-end model training by applying the cyclical neural network and CTC algorithm to the acoustic modeling of Lhasa-Ü-Tsang speech recognition and introduced time domain convolution operations on the output sequence of the hidden layer to reduce the time domain expansion of the network's hidden layer, which improved the training and decoding efficiency of the model. The study in [37] introduced the tone information into Lhasa-Ü-Tsang continuous speech recognition and designed a set of phonemes with tones, showing that tones play an important role in speech recognition of Lhasa-Ü-Tsang. As for the speech recognition for other Tibetan dialects, a few related studies have focused on endpoint detection, speech feature extraction, and isolated word recognition [10] [11] [12] , [38] due to the lack of language resources for Kham and Amdo dialects. In a bilingual speech recognition task on Tibetan and Chinese, the work in [39] solved the problem of sparsity caused by characters as a modeling unit through selecting Tibetan characters and Mandarin nontonal syllables as modeling units and adding noise algorithms. With regard to the topic of Tibetan dialect recognition or speaker identification, to our knowledge, there is almost no relevant research.
Inspired by the idea of the multitask processing mechanism of the brain, many researchers have conducted work on the application of a multitask framework to speech recognition. The work in [40] introduced the motivation, learning methods, working mechanism, and important auxiliary task selection mechanism of the multitask framework, which provides guidance for applying the multitask framework to speech recognition. The work in [41] used the multitask framework to conduct joint training of multiple low-resource languages, exploring the universal phoneme set as a secondary task to improve the effect of the phoneme model of each language. The work in [42] proposed two methods, namely, early fusion and multitask fusion, to reduce the computational complexity of running multiple recognizers in parallel to recognize the speech of adults and children. The work in [16] integrated speaker recognition and speech recognition into a multitask learning framework using a recursive structure, which used the output of one task as additional information for another task to supervise individual task learning. The work in [43] combined two different DNNs (one for feature denoising and one for acoustic modeling) into a complete multitask framework to address the noise robustness for speech recognition, in which all parameters can be used in real multitask mode, with two criteria training from scratch. In [44] , additional information was introduced to improve the performance of speech recognition systems. They combined the speaker's lip visual information with the audio input for speech recognition to learn the mapping of an audio-visual fusion feature and the frame label obtained from the GMM/HMM acoustic model, while the secondary task was mapping visual features to frame labels derived from another GMM/HMM model. The work in [45] proposed a hierarchical multitask model that took the standard multitask framework a step further, and the performance differences between the two models in high-resource and low-resource speech recognition were compared. In [46] , the researchers conducted joint learning of accent recognizer and multi-dialect acoustic models to improve the performance of acoustic models using the same features.
From the above works, we can see that there are three main multitask frameworks for speech recognition. One is the multiple-system combination to avoid the computational complexity of running multiple recognizers. Another is the recursive multitask framework, in which each task network is trained based on its own features, and the output of one task is used as additional information for another task to supervise each other's learning. This framework is usually used for two-task learning. In the third framework, the common model parameters are shared for multiple tasks, and the different classifiers for specific task are modeled in the output, including the hierarchical multitask model, where the different classifiers are modeled in different layers.
In our presented study, we explore a single model to complete three-task speech recognition, which shares the common feature and a classifier, using an end-to-end model.
III. METHOD A. WAVENET-CTC
The building block of the WaveNet model is dilated causal convolutional layers,which the basic idea is to models the joint probability of a waveform as a product of conditional probabilities using stacked building blocks, as shown in Eq. (1) .
(1) Figure 1 shows a concrete example that a wavenet model consists of dilated causal convolutional layers with dilation 1, 2, 4, 8. It can be seen that compared with standard causal convolution the receptive field of the dilated convolution grows exponentially,since the filter is applied over an area larger than its length by skipping input values with a certain step.
Stacking a few blocks of dilated causal convolutional layers creates a very large receptive field size,which is important for the context dependent sequential task of speech recognition. For example, 3 blocks of dilated convolution with the dilation 1, 2, 4, 8 are stacked, where each 1, 2, 4, 8 block has receptive field of size 16, and then the dilation repeats as 1, 2, 4, 8, 1, 2, 4, 8, 1, 2, 4, 8. So, the stacked dilated convolutions have a receptive field of size of 2 12 .
WaveNet uses the same gated activation unit as the gated PixelCNN [47] . Its activation function is as Eq.2.
where * denotes a convolution operator, denotes an element-wise multiplication operator, σ (·) is a VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. A stack of dilated causal convolutional layers [17] . sigmoid function. i is the layer index. f and g denote the filter and gate, respectively, and w is learnable weight.
WaveNet uses residual and parameterized skip connections to enable training of much deeper models and reinforce the representation ability. More details on WaveNet can be found in [17] .
We adopt the architecture of Speech-to-Text-WaveNet 1 for Tibetan multi-dialect speech recognition.The WaveNet model is followed by ctc loss, which the forward-backward algorithm is employed to accelerate the process of mapping speech to a text sequence. The architecture is shown in Figure 2 . 
B. THE STRUCTURE OF TIBETAN SYLLABLE
The differences among Tibetan dialects are mainly expressed in phonetics, but little in vocabulary and grammar. Even if there are a small number of differences in vocabulary, overall, it tends to be unified. The history of Tibetan language can date back to the Tubo Dynasty, at that time, much work was done on the determination of Tibetan language writing, 1 https://github.com/CynthiaSuwi/Wavenet-demo which maintained the basic unity of Tibetan written language. So far, Tibetan people have had no major obstacles in communicating with written language. Tibetan as a branch of Sino-Tibetan language,writing style is similar to Chinese,and Tibetan characters are written in Tibetan letters from left to right, but there is a vertical superposition in syllables (syllables are separated by delimiter ''˙''), which is a two-dimensional planar character shown in Figure 3 . A example of Tibetan sentence is shown in Figure 4 , where the sign ''|'' is used as the end sign of a sentence. Tibetan letters are not suitable for the modeling unit of the end-toend model because the output is not a recognized Tibetan character sequence. So, a syllable of Tibetan characters is naturally selected as the CTC modeling unit.
C. MULTITASK LEARNING
A simple approach to train the end-to-end multitask speech recognition model is to directly expand the Tibetan character sequence with dialect symbols and speaker ID as output targets, which is similar to the works [13] , [15] . For example, when including the Amdo pastoral dialect, we add the symbol ''A'', which represents Amdo dialect in the label inventory, which is the same for speaker ID. Different from the approach in [13] , we explored the impact of speaker ID or dialect ID on recognition performance at different locations. For the joint tasks of speech content recognition and dialect identification, we evaluated two possible ways to add the dialect information into the label sequence. One was to add the symbol to the beginning of the target label sequence, like ''A ''. The other was to add the symbol at the end of the label sequence, like '' A''. This label format was also applied to the joint tasks of speech content recognition and speaker recognition by replacing dialect ID with speaker ID. For the three joint tasks of speech content recognition, dialect identification, and speaker recognition, we explored three ways to find out the possible effect of position on the multitask performance. The first was ''A 13
'', namely, dialect ID was added at the beginning of the label and speaker ID followed, the second was ''A 13'', the third was to append dialect and speaker information to the end of the label sequence, like '' A 13''. Meanwhile, we removed the sign ''|'' in Tibetan sentences and replaced the delimiter ''˙'' with a space. This kind of end-to-end model based on a whole WaveNet-CTC for Tibetan multitask recognition is shown as Figure 5 . Another two multitask recognition architectures we compare in this work are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . In Figure 6 , the single task networks are separated from each other, and the model integrates the loss from the three task networks to fine-tune the parameters together. In Figure 7 , the model learns the common feature for different tasks FIGURE 6. The hybrid architecture based on the joint loss using single task networks for Tibetan multitask recognition. and then integrates the loss from three task recognizers to fine-tune the parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are divided into three parts: single-task experiments, two-task experiments, and three-task experiments. Single-task experiments include speech content recognition, speaker ID recognition, and dialect ID recognition. Two-task experiments include speech content and dialect ID joint recognition experiments as well as speech content and speaker ID joint recognition experiments. Three-tasks experiments are about speech content, speaker ID, and dialect ID joint recognition experiments.
A. DATA
Our experimental data is a part of TIBMD@MUC, which is an open and free Tibetan multi-dialect speech data set. 2 The text to be spoken consists of some daily Tibetan spoken phrases, which involve all aspects of eating, drinking, and living. Such text is in line with the application scenario of ASR technology. All text corpora include a total of 478 Tibetan syllables.
There were 39 speakers, who were from Lhasa, Changdu City in Tibet and Tibetan Qiang Autonomous Prefecture of Ngawa. They used different dialects to read 2 The dataset can be downloaded from https://pan.b aidu.com/s/14CihgqjA4AFFH1QpSTjzZw. Our experimental data is shown in Table 1 . The training data consists of 4.40 hours of Lhasa-Ü-Tsang, 0.54 hours of Changdu-Kham, and 3.28 hours of Amdo pastoral dialect, and their corresponding texts contain 478 syllables for training. We collected 0.49 hours of Lhasa-Ü-Tsang, 0.06 hours of Changdu-Kham, and 0.37 hours of Amdo pastoral dialect respectively to test.
Thirty-nine MFCC features of each observation frame were extracted from speech data using a 25 ms window with 10 ms overlaps.
B. SETTINGS
The WaveNet network consists of 15 layers, which are grouped into 3 dilated residual block stacks of 5 layers, and in each layer, original input was added with the output of a residual block and taken as new input into the next residual block to enhance the data abstraction of different depth levels of the network. In every stack, the dilation rate increases by a factor of 2 in every layer, starting with rate 1 (no dilation) and reaching the maximum dilation of 16 in the last layer. The filter size of causal dilated convolutions is 7. The number of hidden units in the gating layers is 128. The learning rate is 2 × 10 −4 . The number of hidden units in the residual connection is 128.
The LSTM (300 hidden units in each layer) module contains two LSTM layers, with the top layer being a softmax layer to classify the dialect or speaker label, using cross entropy as a loss function. The learning rate was held constant at 0.001. The weight parameters of the softmax layer were initialized with a random uniform distribution of range [0, 1]. We also cropped the gradient to within [−1, 1] to keep numerical calculations stable. For the multitask model based on joint loss, considering the main task of speech content recognition, we signed the larger weight from 0.9 to 0.5 to the loss of speech content recognition than ones of other tasks. We selected the best results of these weight combinations to list in the table. All models were trained for 100 epochs with the ADAM optimizer with batch size of 10 on two Nvidia GTX1070Ti GPUs.
C. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 1) SINGLE TASK EXPERIMENTS
We used WaveNet-CTC to train three dialect-specific models and one multi-dialect model for a single task of speech content recognition. The single-task models for speaker recognition and dialect identification were trained on LSTM and softmax, respectively. The results of the single task are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 . It can be seen in Table 2 that the performance of the model trained on three dialects of speech data jointly is worse than that of the specific dialect model for speech content recognition. The joint dialect data cannot result in the improvement of speech content recognition. 
2) SPEECH CONTENT AND DIALECT ID JOINT RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT
For two-task joint recognition, we conducted three sets of experiments based on different architectures: One model was based entirely on WaveNet-CTC ( Figure 5 ); the second model was based on the hybrid structure of a single-task network and joint loss training ( Figure 6 ); the third model was based on the structure of one sharing encoder and specific task classifiers (Figure 7) .
From Table 4 , we can observe the speech-dialect ID multitask model based on the fact that WaveNet-CTC performs best for Lhasa-Ü-Tsang. The models based on joint loss architectures have comparable performance for Changdu-Kham dialect with dialect-specific training, which is better than that of WaveNet-CTC. However, all multitask models perform worse than the dialect-specific model for Amdo Pastoral, although WaveNet-CTC has higher accuracy than joint loss models.
For multitask models, the model based on WaveNet-CTC is superior to the ones based on joint loss, excluding Changdu-Kham dialect. It shows that WaveNet-CTC can optimize the objectives together for multiple tasks and learn the correlation among multiple tasks using a single network, but join loss models cannot do so.
For Lhasa-Ü-Tsang and Amdo Pastoral, the speech-dialectID model based on WaveNet-CTC shows bigger performance improvements over the two joint loss models ,  TABLE 4 . Syllable error rate (%) of two-task models for speech content recognition and dialect identification.
TABLE 5.
Dialect ID recognition accuracy (%) of two-task models for speech content recognition and dialect identification. especially when dialect ID appears at the end of speech text, which shows that the position of dialect information influences the speech recognition performance. The speech-dialectID model avoids the unnecessary dependency on dialect classification and is less sensitive to dialect classification errors. In addition, we found that the combination of the 0.8 weight of speech recognition loss and 0.2 weight of dialect ID loss is better than other four weight combinations, which shows that speech loss plays a more important role in speech-dialectID recognition tasks. Furthermore, we can see that the WaveNet-CTC-based two-task model performs better than a single-task model for multi-dialect speech content recognition, and dialect ID information contributes to recognizing the speech content.
From Table 5 , it can be seen that the joint loss 1 models have similar accuracy for dialect identification compared to a single-task model, excluding Amdo Pastoral, while the mulitask WaveNet-CTC model has a better recognition rate, which shows that speech content contributes to dialect ID recognition, and multitask WaveNet-CTC can learn the relationship between these two tasks. For the dialect identification task, the joint loss 2 model has a bias in favor of Lhasa-Ü-Tsang dialect due to the training data imbalance.
3) SPEECH CONTENT AND SPEAKER ID RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT
To further explore the effect of WaveNet-CTC for two-task performance, we also conducted the speech content and speaker ID joint recognition experiments. The results are shown in Table 6 and Table 7 . Table 6 shows that our multitask model based on WaveNet-CTC outperformed the dialect-specific model in SER for Lhasa-Ü-Tsang and Changdu-Kham dialect, while the other multitask models based on joint loss had severe performance degradation compared to the dialect-specific model, especially for Amdo Pastoral. We suspect that this may be due to the deviation of the model training caused by the difference in pronunciation between the Amdo dialect and the other two dialects. The difference between Amdo dialect and the other two dialects is that Amdo pronunciation has no tone, while the other two pronunciations are tonal. Therefore, the trained model based on the mixed data of TABLE 6. Syllable error rate (%) of two-task models for speech content recognition and speaker ID recognition.
TABLE 7.
Speaker ID recognition accuracy (%) of two-task models for speech content recognition and speaker ID recognition. three dialects will have some bias in the prediction, which leads to the performance degradation of the model in Amdo dialect, and it seems that the joint loss model on respective features exaggerates the difference. Meanwhile, it can be seen that two-task WaveNet-CTC models with speaker ID generally perform better than the ones with dialect ID for speech content recognition, which shows that speaker ID information can contribute more distinction for multi-dialect speech recognition and is more related to speech content recognition than dialect ID.
Among the multitask models, the results clearly show that the WaveNet-CTC outperforms the joint loss models, which means that sharing input representation and model parameters helps model the inner relationship with WaveNet-CTC, while a joint loss model based on respective features not only increases the training complexity, but also cannot utilize useful information between tasks.
From Table 7 , we can see that the performance of the model based on WaveNet-CTC is better than that of the model based on joint loss in speaker recognition and also outperforms that of the speaker ID single-task model, which confirms the effectiveness of the WaveNet-CTC modeling multitask mechanism. Meanwhile, for the joint loss 2 model, there is no extra model to do the speaker identification. So, the recognition result is very bad. Comparing the results of three two-task models, we can conclude that the implicit relationships between these tasks can be modeled by WaveNet-CTC to improve the performance of each task.
4) THREE-TASK EXPERIMENTS
We also conducted some experiments on three tasks, namely, with speech content, speaker ID, and dialect ID recognized simultaneously. The results are shown in Tables 8-10.  TABLE 10 . Dialect ID recognition accuracy (%) of three-task models.
From Table 8 , we can see that the three-task models have worse speech content recognition performance compared to the dialect-specific model for both WaveNet-CTC and joint loss; especially for the joint loss 1 model, the recognition performance has severe degradation. However, among the three-task models, WaveNet-CTC has relatively better recognition than joint loss 1 and joint loss 2 for multi-dialect speech content recognition.
The results also show that the models based on respective features make the modeling ability ''divergence'' lead to poor recognition, which is consistent with the conclusion in section 4.2 that the performance of the two-task models based on joint loss 1 degrades; the three-task model further increases that tendency.
From Table 9 , we can observe that the model based on WaveNet-CTC outperforms the model based on joint loss and the single-task model for speaker recognition, which manifests the effectiveness of the multitask mechanism improving speaker identification performance and also avoids the training data imbalance problem. On the dialect identification task, from Table 10 , we can see that the WaveNet-CTC model performs better than the single-task model and joint loss models.The three-task WaveNet-CTC achieved the highest recognition rate against joint loss 1 and task-specific models. For Changdu-Kham and Amdo Pastoral dialects, the WaveNet-CTC model has 2-6-point improvements over the dialect ID single-task recognition model. Overall, the WaveNet-CTC model has powerful modeling ability in these three tasks. Three-task WaveNet-CTC got higher accuracies than single task models and two-task WaveNet-CTC for speaker recognition and dialect identification, although the accuracy rate declined slightly for speech content recognition. This shows that the more tasks are trained jointly, the better generalization an end-to-end multitask model is.
In summary, sharing feature representation and model parameters can make full use of the internal information between tasks and reduce the model complexity, while the model based on respective features cannot utilize the potential relationship to improve the performance.
From the perspective of signal processing, speech recognition, speaker recognition, and dialect recognition are related processes. The three tasks get the same input of speech features but output different recognition labels. Multitask learning for speech recognition is similar to how the brain works on speech signals: We always decipher speech content and other meta information, including languages, speaker characteristics, emotions, jointly and simultaneously given the same speech signal. This series of experiments on Tibetan multitask speech recognition further verifies the mechanism while also demonstrating the effectiveness of multitask framework.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a multitask recognition mechanism based on an end-to-end model, integrating speech recognition, speaker ID recognition and dialect identification into a unified neural network, and compares it with another two architectures' performance in Tibetan multi-dialect multitask scenarios. The experimental results show that the WaveNet-CTC for the two tasks of speaker ID and speech content recognition can effectively improve the performance of speech content recognition, and WaveNet-CTC for three tasks can achieve good performances for speaker identification and dialect recognition. Speech content recognition is more related to the speaker than to dialect identity, and speaker ID or dialect ID recognition benefits from more speech content. The proposed approach for multitask speech recognition takes advantage of the intrinsic links between tasks and avoids designing model architectures for each task, which reduces the effort of the overall model design and parameter tuning. However, this interaction mechanism between dialect ID, speaker ID and speech content needs to be explored and further experimental verification in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed using the end-to-end model for Tibetan multitask multi-dialect speech recognition. This model provides a simple and effective solution for building a new Tibetan dialect model without the use of dialect-specific resources such as a pronunciation dictionary. It is optimized to predict the Tibetan character sequence appended with the dialect symbol and speaker ID as the output target, which effectively forces the model to learn shared hidden representation that are suitable for syllable, speaker, and dialect prediction. The results demonstrate that the multitask mechanism indeed improves performance on individual tasks, and we believe that same mechanisms can also be transferred to other languages, such as Chinese. Future work will append the attention mechanism based on the existing model, which some works have adopted the technique to reinforce end-toend model. XIALI LI received the M.S. degree in computer science and technology from Xi'an Jiaotong University (XJTU), Xi'an, China, in 2004. She is currently an Associate Professor with the Minzu University of China. She is the author of three books and more than 50 articles. Her research interests include computer games and artificial robotics. VOLUME 7, 2019 
